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Red Coat and Brown Bess ........................................#Book-RCBB
by Anthony Darling

The muskets carried by the British army before and after our 
 Revolution are described, identified and illustrated. The  organization 
of the British army, a complete roster of regiments which served in 
America, and the battles they fought, provide valuable  information. 
Soft cover, 64 pages, 61  illustrations, 6-3/4 x 10” format.  
#Book-RCBB  Red Coat & Brown Bess only $11.99

Scottish Firearms ......................................................... #Book-SFA
by Claude Blair & Robert Woosnam-Savage

The history of the distinctive firearms made in Scotland from the 
16th to the mid 19th century is the most comprehensive ever  written. 
Soft cover, 6-3/4 x 10” format, with 56 pages.  
#Book-SFA Scottish Firearms only $11.99

Weapons of the Highland Regiments, 1740 - 1780 .. #Book-WHR
by Anthony Darling

In 1740, independent Highland companies were embodied as the 
43rd Regiment of the Line. Muskets and bayonets were supplied by the 
government, traditional broadswords by the colonel, pistols and dirks 
by the men. Later, pistols were made by the gunmakers in  England. 
This study deals with the formation and the arming of the  famous 
 Highland regiments. Soft cover, 7 x 10”, 32 pages.  
#Book-WHR Highland Regiments only $11.99

London Gunmakers and the English Duelling Pistol 1770 - 1830 
by Keith R. Dill .........................................................#Book-LGEDP

A brief history on dueling in England. Chapters on the leading 
Gunmakers, with many examples of their work.  Fashion and techni-
cal trends of duelling pistols in that era, of the firearms industry.  Soft 
cover, in 6-3/4 x 10” format.  
#Book-LGEDP Duelling Pistol only $11.99

Blunderbuss ...................................................................... #Book-B
by James D. Forman

The “bell mouth” carbine of the highwaymen and pirates originated 
in the 16th century. Used by civilian and military travelers, it was made 
and used well into the 19th century. This history covers its develop-
ment and illustrates more blunderbuss arms than have ever before 
appeared in one study. Soft cover, in 6-3/4 x 10” format.  
#Book-B Blunderbuss only $11.99

British Duelling Pistols ............................................... #Book-BDP
by John A. Atkinson

Starting in 1770, this book traces the many changes in style and 
character which marked the duelling pistol’s development through its 
blood stained reign of more than 80 years. Hard cover, 108 pages, 
with 200 photos and illustrations. 
#Book-BDP British Duelling Pistols only $29.99

The London Gun Trade, 1850 - 1920, a checklist of tradesmen
by Joyce Gooding & Peter Scott-Edeson ................... #Book-LGT

A detailed list of gun makers, barrel makers, case makers,  proofers, 
browners, lock makers, flint knappers, engravers, polishers, and many 
others. Soft cover book of 48 pages, in 6-3/4 x 10” format. 
#Book-LGT The London Gun Trade, 1850 - 1920 only $11.99

Systeme Lefaucheux ...................................................... #Book-SL
by Chris C. Curtis

French arquebusier Casimir Lafaucheux’s 1833 invention of the pin-
fire system opened the door on the concept of practical self-contained 
ammunition. Pinfire revolvers became the requisite sidearm for many 
leading military powers, and as revealed for the first time in this book, 
they were purchased and issued to many units during the American 
Civil War, both North and South. Hard cover, 310 pages.
#Book-SL Systeme Lefaucheux only $39.99

The Mortimer Gunmakers, 1753 - 1923 ........................ #Book-MG
by H. Lee Munson

This study provides a window into the classical era of firearms 
artistry. Munson  introduces hundreds of outstanding guns and their 
makers. The Mortimers have confounded historians for decades, and 
repeated name similarities have led to an understandable mis-identifi-
cation of the weapons. This work is a reliable and entertaining resource 
to be treasured by all enthusiasts. Hard cover. 320 pages. 
#Book-MG Mortimer Gunmakers, 1753 - 1923 only $65.00

Jaeger Rifles ................................................................... #Book-JR
by George Shumway

This collection of articles was first published in Muzzle Blasts by 
the National Muzzle Loading Rifle Association. They show several late 
17th and 18th century Jaeger hunting rifles from Vienna, Carlsbad, 
Bavaria, Saxony, Brandenburg, Suhl, North-Central Germany, and the 
Rhine River region. Soft cover, 122 pages, 300 illustrations. 
#Book-JR Jaeger Rifles only $34.99
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